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Grow Your
Business and
Get Supported To
Meet Your Customer
EDI Compliance
Requirements with

Integrated EDI
for Acumatica
BENEFITS
More Connected. More Supported.
More Prepared for What’s Next..

hhThe ideal solution for
manufacturers, distributors and
other businesses that need to
quickly and accurately fulfill and
ship orders based on trading
partners’ specific requirements
hhEnd-to-end, cloud-based
EDI solution especially for
Acumatica, developed and
supported by one trusted source
hhRobust Acumatica integration
automates order, order
acknowledgments and invoice
processing and eliminates
manual tasks—making EDI
a strategic investment that
improves competitiveness and
pays for itself again and again
through time, effort and cost
savings
hhCritical process controls like
unit price verification and
duplicate order checking
validate accuracy and eliminate
chargebacks

DO BUSINESS IN EVERY DIRECTION WITH TRUECOMMERCE EDI FOR
ACUMATICA
The TrueCommerce cloud EDI solution integrates seamlessly with your Acumatica
cloud ERP, making it easy and affordable to comply with customer EDI requirements,
accelerate and automate sales order processing.
More Connected. Get all the EDI Power In One Integrated Solution: With an intuitive
interface, low cost of ownership, and on-demand scalability to handle growth
and seasonal order spikes, TrueCommerce amplifies your efficiency and customer
satisfaction—liberating your business to focus on new opportunities. Get complete
access and visibility into more of your business-critical activities.
Automate many time-consuming EDI tasks, such as creating sales orders in Acumatica
from incoming purchase orders and sending purchase order acknowledgments and
invoices to your customers. This eliminates rekeying and reduces errors.
Built-in process controls further enhance accuracy by ensuring that unit pricing,
purchase order numbers and items are validated before processing transactions
to Acumatica. TrueCommerce will even alert you to invalid fields before sending
transactions, eliminating potential chargebacks and preventing errors that could slow
the order-to-cash cycle.
Like your cloud-based Acumatica ERP, TrueCommerce gives you anytime, anywhere
access, simplified maintenance and IT cost savings.
More Supported. We also offer unsurpassed, truly managed services and support that
includes automatic updates to your trading partner maps at no additional charge. Plus,
there are no annual contracts and no maintenance fees to worry about.
More Prepared For What’s Next. Continuous Innovation Delivers Sustained Benefits. With
TrueCommerce, you’re more prepared for what’s next – we’re always working to improve
our integration to stay ahead of industry trends as your business continues to grow. When
you’re more prepared for what’s next, you can do business in every direction.
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TRUECOMMERCE FOR ACUMATICA
FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Robust Integration for Greater Efficiency
and Customer Satisfaction

hhUtilize creation of multiple shipments
via shipment automation.

Robust Acumatica Integration Makes
You More Efficient and Customers
Happier

hhIntegration includes sales order and
invoice transactions, including inbound
purchase orders (850/875), advance
ship notices (856), and outbound
invoices (810/880).

hhAuto pack shipments based on quantity.

hhTrueCommerce extends the shipment
details in Acumatica to include
packaging information to help you
quickly become ASN compliant.
hhIntegration automates sales order and
invoice transactions, including inbound
purchase orders, purchase order
acknowledgements and outbound
invoices.

hhOutbound ASN integration supports no
pack, pick and pack, standard, pallet,
and consolidated ASNs.
hhTrueCommerce extends shipment
packaging contents of Acumatica to
help you meet the needs of compliancy
for outbound ASNs.

hhFor drop-ship orders, marketplace
and eCommerce orders, automatically
create new customers within
Acumatica upon export.

hhBuilt-in auto pack capabilities give you
the ability to package your shipments in
Acumatica, streamlining the process of
creating and packaging items.

hhUser-defined fields let you extend the
integration to automate the exchange
of EDI or eCommerce data specific to
your business or your customers.

hhBased on who your customer is,
create mixed carton and pure carton
packaging rules.

Streamline Your Third-Party Warehouse
Communications
hhOutbound warehouse shipping orders
(940) can automatically be created
from existing sales orders from within
Acumatica.
hhIntegrated warehouse shipping advices
(945) will update existing shipments
with package and item contents in
addition to shipping information (e.g.,
tracking, ship weight, quantity); lot and
serial numbers are supported, as well
as consolidated shipments.
hhOutbound advance ship notices (ASN)
can easily be sent to your customer,
based on the information from the 945.

hhSpeed up order processing and
fulfillment to ship faster while
improving accuracy.
hhEliminate costly chargebacks and
improve your vendor scorecard.
hhHandle increased order volume
without adding staff.

ABOUT TRUECOMMERCE
TrueCommerce is the most complete
way to integrate your business
across the supply chain, integrating
everything from EDI to inventory
management, to fulfillment, to digital
storefronts and marketplaces, to your
business system and to whatever
comes next. That’s why thousands of
companies across various industries
rely on us.
TrueCommerce.
Do business in every direction.

THE TRUECOMMERCE TEAM IS HERE TO HELP!
If you have any questions regarding TrueCommerce, or how our solutions apply
to your business, our passionate, customer focused team is here for you.

Call us today at 888.430.4489
www.truecommerce.com
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